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DEFINING POLITICAL CORRUPTION:

THE SUPREME COURT'S ROLE

by

Paul S. Edwards'

Introduction

The critical analysis of political corruption is hobbled, in part, by confusion over

what we mean by the term corruption. Until recently, the United States Supreme Court's

decisions regarding campaign finance restrictions haveprovided a fairly straightforward

legal definition of political corruption whichfocused on the trading of financial

contributions for privatepohtical favors. ]ilAustin v. Michigan Chamber ofCommerce

(1990), however, the Court redefined political corruption to includedeviations fi:om an

idealized vision ofpohtical representation. This article documents this redefinition of a

key legal concept and explores what has influenced this change.

Quid Pro Quo Corruption

Until the Court's central concern when reviewing campaign finance

regulation has been how to balance the interests of firee pohticalspeech against the

potential for extracting pohtical favors fi:om electedofficials throughdirect campaign

contributions. The Court has estabhshed that pohtical contributions used to extract

private favors corrupts the democratic process. Accordingly, the court has decided that
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the potential for such quid pro quo favors throughdirect financial contributions to

political campaigns provides a compelling reason for narrowly tailored regulation of

campaign finance. Thisarticle wiU refer to this type of political favor as quidpro quo

corruption.

Consistentwith this definitionof corruption, the Courthas upheldnumerous

restrictions on direct contributions to candidates. Also consistent with this definition of

corruption, the Courthas generally protected independent expenditures firom regulation.

Independent expenditures duriaga campaign maypromote a candidate, but they are not

prearranged or coordinated by the candidate. Prior to Austin, the Courthad neverupheld

restrictions on independent campaign expenditures because, it was argued, the potential

for quid pro quo corruption was too remote.

"A Different Type of Corruption in the Political Arena"

Justice Thurgood Marshall's opinion m. Austin, however, upheld a Michigan

campaign finance law that restricts independent corporate campaign expenditures.

Marshall's opinion did notjustify this restriction by examining its relationship to the

traditional concern with quidpro quo corruption. Rather, Austin legitimized Michigan's

restriction on independent corporate campaign expenditures by giving compelling weight

to "a different type of corruption in the political arena: the corrosive and distorting effects

of immense aggregations of wealth that are accumulated withthe help of the corporate

form and that have little or no correlation to the public's supportfor the corporation's

political ideas." {Austin 1990, 660) In other words, the Court indoes not concern
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itselfwith how money can be spent to distort the incentives ofa politician, but with how

money can be spent to distort the incentives of the electorate (in this case through

newspaper advertising).

Austin's concern for distortion or corrosion presmnes a baseline of imdistorted and

structurally sound elections. What does that baseline look like? Following the logic of

Marshall's opinion, a baseline election is one in which corporations do not have "unfair

advantage in the political marketplace." {Austin 1990, 659) In a baseline election,

campaign expenditures correlate with thepublic's support for a given candidate.^

By deciding that political corruption can mean too much of a particular type of

campaigning, the Court posits a fundamentally different view of the electoral process than

it has in the previous campaign finance cases. As we will discuss, previous dissents have

given voice to this view. But Austin established by a firm and diverse majority that

legislatures may significantlyrestrict spendingon political speech during campaigns so

that collectivepolitical speech will "reflect actual public support for the political ideas

espoused." {Austin 1990, 660) This dramatic change deserves explanation.

Precedent

Before exploringwhy the Court has changed, we must first review how the Court

has traditionally defined political corruption in the context of campaign finance reform.

Buckley v. Valeo

The first and most important decision in the line of cases that has examined limits

on campaign financing is Buckley v. Valeo (1976). Buckleyreviewed the constitutionality
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ofthe 1974 Amendments^ to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971^ (referred to

hereinafter as FECA Amendments). According to the federal court of appeals which

considered the case before its appeal to the Supreme Court, the FECAAmendments

provided "by far Ihe most comprehensive reform legislation ever passed by Congress

concerning theelection of the President, Vice-President, and members ofCongress."

(Buckley V. Valeo 1975, 831).

FECA Amendments. The FECA Amendments broke down into four sections.

(Polsby 1976; Buckley v. Valeo 1975). Thefirst, andmostimportant for this analysis^

amended the federal criminal codeto impose limits on contributions and e3q)enditures.

The second created a Presidential Election Campaign Fundto publicly finance

presidential elections. The thirdmandated record keeping andpublic filing of certain

information by individual campaigns and political committees. The fourth created the

Federal Elections Commission to oversee this entire bodyof regulations.

The limitswhichthe Amendments placedon campaign contributions and

expenditures fell into roughly three categories. First, there were limits on how much

candidates for federal office could spend whenseeking nomination and election. Second,

there were limits onhow much an individual could contribute to a particular candidate, a

limit on overall individual donations, and a ceilingon how much a candidate can

contribute to his or her own campaign. Third, the amendments placed limits on

independent expenditures in behalfor against a "clearly identified candidate" (what we

will discuss as "independentexpenditures").
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AppellateDecision. The Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuitupheld the

amendments with almost no modifications. As Daniel Polsby (1976) has noted, "[t]he

Court ofAppeals ... wrote as though the reforms were all but constitutionally required."

The original plaintiffs appealed the decision to the Supreme Court.^

ArgumentsBefore the Court. Before the SupremeCourt, appellants argued that

limitations on contributions and expenditures violated the First Amendment "since

virtually all meaningfiil pohtical communications in the modem setting involve the

expenditure ofmoney." {Buckley 1976, 11) The appellees, on the other hand, argued that

the FECA amendments served three governmental interests. Primarily, they were

designed to prevent "cormption and the appearance of corruption spawned by the real or

imagined coercive influence of large financial contributions" {Buckley 1976, 25). The

ancillary interests were "to mute the voices of affluent persons and groups in the election

and thereby to equalize the relative abiUty of all citizens to affect the outcome of

elections," and to curb overall campaign spending "and thereby serve to open the pohtical

system more widely to candidates without access to sources of large amounts of money."

{Buckley 1976,25-26)

First AmendmentFramework. The Buckleydecision provided an analytical

framework to consider campaign finance reform measures drawn directly from standard

First Amendment jurispmdence (BeVier 1985). The Supreme Court's per curiam decision

afforded a close relationship between money spent on pohtics and pohtical speech.

A restriction on the amount ofmoney a person or group can spend on
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political commumcation during a campaign necessarily reduces the quantity of

expression by restricting thenumber of issues discusses, the depth of their

exploration, and the sizeof the audience reached. This is because virtually every

means of communicating ideas in today's mass society requires the expenditure of

money... The expenditure limitations contained in the Act representsubstantial

rather than merely theoretical restraints on the quantity and diversity ofpolitical

speech. {Buckley 1976, 19)

By closely associating money and speech the Court invoked the traditional doctrines of

the First Amendment. According to those doctrines, legislated restrictions on political

speech must survive a level ofjudicial review known as strict scrutiny in order to be

legitimate. Briefly stated, the government cannot restrict expression unless it can show

that it has a compelling reason to do so and that the government's means to effectuate that

end are narrowly tailored. Few restrictions on expression survive strict scrutiuy analysis.

Corruption and theAppearance ofCorruption. Invocationof strict scrutiny

analysis in Buckley, however, did not spell the end of the FECA Amendments. Given

"the deeply disturbing examples surfacing after the 1972 elections" the Court held that

the need to remedy corruption and the appearance ofcorruption provided compelhng

justification for restricting direct contributions.® The Court explicitly linked its concept

of corruption to the idea of "secur[ing] a political quidpro quo from current and potential

office holders." (27) The Court defined the "appearanceofcorruption," the other

compelling justification for restricting contributions, with less precision. Nonetheless,
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read in context, it is quite clear that the phrase "appearance of corruption" referred to the

public perception that there possibly might be quid pro quos extracted through campaign

contributions.

Independent Expenditures. The Court's discussion of "independentexpenditures"

also helped to settle the legal meaning of corruption and the appearance of corruption.

The Court simply was not persuaded that the government's interest in preventing

corruption and the appearance of corruptionjustified the FECA Amendments' ceilings on

independent expenditures. "The absence of prearrangement and coordination of an

expenditure with the candidate or his agent not only undermines the value of the

expenditure to the candidate, but also alleviates the danger that expenditures will be given

as a quidpro quo for improper commitments from the candidate." (Buckley 1976, 47)

Equalization. In addition to providing a clear First Amendment analysis focused

on concern for quid pro quo corruption, the Court explicitly denied the equalization

justifications offered by the appellees.

[T]he concept that governmentmay restrict the speech of some elements ofour

society in order to enhance the relative voice of others is wholly foreign to the

First Amendment, which was designed "to secure 'the widest possible

dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources,"' and "to

assiue unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about ofpolitical and social

changes desired by the people." The First Amendment's protection against

governmental abridgement of free expression cannot properly be made to depend
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on a person's financial ability to engage in public discussion. {Buckley 1976, 47)

Equalization andopenness, according to the Court, arenot sufficiently compelling

reasons to limit First Amendmentrights of speech and association.

To summarize, in Buckley the Courtestablished a conceptual framework for

examining legislative attempts to limitcampaign spending. The Court e3q)licitly linked

the money spenton campaigning withspeech and association. Accordingly, restrictions

on campaign financing were subjected to strict scrutiny. The Court held that the First

Amendment onlyjustified thosenarrowly tailored restrictions concerned with potential

quid pro quo corruption.

First National Bank ofBoston v. Bellotti

This conceptual framework for examining the legitimacy of campaign finance

restrictions remained largely in tact until Austin. For example, in First National Bankof

BostonV. Bellotti (1977), the courtheld that restrictions on corporate expenditures in a

referendum unconstitutionally violated firee speech.

A Massachusetts statute made it a felony for a corporation to e?q)end corporate

fimds "forthepurpose of... influencing or affecting the vote of anyquestion submitted

to voters, other than one materially affecting the property, businessor assets of the

corporation." Additionally, the law specified that questions of taxation were not in the

material interest of a business.

Applying Buckley's First Amendment framework. First National Bank of Boston

challenged the statute when it wantedto publicly shareits views on a proposed income
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tax amendment to the state constitution.

Justice Powell's opinion for the Court rejected the state's justifications for the

restrictions. Powell stated that in a referendum campaign there is no concern about

corruption, i.e., "the creation ofpolitical debts," in a referendumbecause there is no

candidate to corrupt (Bellotti 1977, 788 n. 26).

Echoing Buckley's rejection of an equalization rationale, Powell's Bellotti opinion

rejected an "enhancement theory" advanced by the state and Justice White's dissent.

Since this enhancement theory is very similar to the theory which ultimately prevailed iu

Austin, it should be noted that Justice White's dissent in Bellotti marked the first

articulation of enhancement theory in this line of cases.

Justice White argued that the corporate form ofbusiness organization, granted by

the state, provides corporationswith the ability to amass great amounts of capital and

then distort the political process through campaigning which bears no relation to public

support of its ideas. The Bellotti Court rejected this approach as paternalistic for two

reasons.' First, there was no judicial or legislativefinding that "the relative voice of

corporationshas been overwhelming or even significant[.]" Second, "the fact that

advocacy may persuade the electorate is hardly a reason to suppress it.... the people in

oin democracy are entrusted with the responsibility for judging and evaluating the relative

merits of conflicting arguments." (787)

Citizens Against Rent Control v. Berkel^

In a similar case. CitizensAgainst Rent Control v. Berkeley (1981; referred to
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hereinafter as Berkeley)^ the Court invahdated a law limiting contributions to political

conunittees formed to supportor oppose city ballot measines. City ballot measure

campaigns and committees raisedno concern, in the Court's estimation, for quidpro quo

corruptionbecause they did not representa pohtician from whom politicalfavors could

be extracted {Berkeley 1981, 297-98)^. Although therewas some debate aboutthe

importance of the distinction between direct contributions versus independent

expenditures {Berkeley 1981, 301, Justice Marshall's concurrence), when one considers

the Berkeley opinionsolelyfrom the viewpoint of how the Court legallydefines

corruption, it afiBrms that "undue influence" is a potentiallyregulable problemfor

candidates, not voters.

Justice White predictably dissented from the Berkeleydecision. White continued

to express dissatisfaction with the use of the First Amendment approach outlinedin

Buckley. Nonetheless, White could still articulate many compelling government reasons

to limit spending which he felt could justify campaignfinance restrictions within the First

Amendment framework.

White'sdissent in Berkeley deserves some scrutinybecause it expressed the

concern that money can "skew" the political process. "[TJhere is increasing evidence that

large contributors are at least able to blockthe adoption of measures throughthe initiative

process" {Berkeley 1981, 308). White cited "[s]everal studies [that] have shown that

large amounts of money skewthe outcome of localballotmeasure campaigns." {Berkeley

1981, 308 n. 4) The studies he cites are by Lowenstein (1981), Mastro, et al. (1980),
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Schockley (1980), and Lyndenberg (1981). These studies use spending data as the sole

independent variable and results as the dependent variable to imply that campaign

spending determines the outcome ofballot propositions{posthoc ergo propter hoc).

White's dissent, however, failed to critically analyze the data. For example, WTiite did

not even try to account for why it was that some ballot measures succeededdespite

massive corporate spending to defeatthem. Nor doeshis dissent grapple with any of the

many other possible explanations of this data, and other raw data providedby the

respondents.^ Despite its shortcomings, AVhite's dissent in Berkeley beganto frame the

issue of campaign finance reformin terms of skewedand distorted elections rather than

quid pro quo corruption and First Amendment freedoms.

FEC V. National Conservative Political Action Committee

Perhapsthe clearestdefinitionof the i^vc-Austin quid pro quo corruption was found

in Federal Election Commission v. National Conservative Political Action Committee

(1985; referred to hereinafter as NCPAC), which struck down a provision forbidding

political action committees (PACs) from independently spending more than $1000in

support of any publicly funded presidential or vice-presidential candidate.

Justice Rehnquist, employing Buckley's framework, said "preventing corruption or

the appearance of corruption are the only legitimate and compelling government interests

thus far identified for restricting campaign finances" (NCPAC 1985,496-97). He went

on to define his terms and give the rationale for the decision.

Corruption is a subversion of the pohtical process. Elected officials are
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influenced to act contrary to their obligations of office by the prospect of

financial gain to themselves or infusions of moneyinto their campaigns

The hallmark of corruption is the financial quidpro quo: dollars for

political favors. But here the conduct proscribed is not contributions to the

candidate, but independent e?q)enditiires in support of the candidate.

(NCPAC 1985,497)

Rehnquistbolsteredthis terse and explicit quid pro quo definitionof corruption in his

analysis of independent expenditures. "[T]heabsence ofprearrangement and

coordination undermines the valueof the expenditure to the candidate and thereby

alleviates the danger that e3q)enditures willbe given as a quidpro quofor improper

commitments from the candidate." (NCPAC 1985, 497) NCPAC demonstrates the

viabilityofdie Court'squid pro quo definition of political corruption.

Justice White and Marshall dissented to the substance ofNCPACThey both

challenged the distinction between direct contributionsand independent campaign

expenditures. Although White challenged the entire line of ^ost-Buckley cases,

Marshall's dissent was more focused. "To the extent that individuals are able to make

independent expenditures as part of a quidpro quo, they succeed in undermining

completely the first rationale for the distinction [between direct contributions and

independent expenditures] made in Buckley." {NCPAC, 1985, 520) Still espousing a

quid pro quo definition of corruption, Marshall's dissent indicates he was no longer

persuaded that independent expenditures did not raise quid pro quo corruptionconcerns.
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Nonetheless, in diis 1985 case, eight ofnine justices continued to adhere to a legal

definition ofpolitical corruption concerned with the financial quid pro quo. Only Justice

White expressed concerns that quid pro quo corruption alone failed to account for other

compelling concerns raised by the use ofmoney in politics.

FEC V. Massachusetts Citizensfor Life

In Federal Election Commission v. Massachusetts Citizensfor Life (1986;

hereinafter MCFL), the Court made a subtle but significant change. In an opinion by

Justice Brennan, the Court held that FECA prohibitions against the use of corporate

treasury funds for independent expenditures did not apply to a particular non-profit

ideological corporation. This case reviewed the applicationof the statute to a particular

case, rather than challenging the concept of the statute outright. Lawyers would refer to

this case as an "as applied" challenge, as opposed to a "facial" challenge. In formal

terms, the precedential value of such a case usual requires a close examination of the

facts. Focusing only on the facts of the case, MCFL's result seems consistent with the

cases we have discussed. The justices could arguably find that, when balancing the threat

of quid pro quo corruption with the right to political expression, the independent

expenditures by a small ideological group do not raise the specter ofexchange offimds

for political favors. Curiously, Brennan'sMCFL opinion (joined by Marshall, Powell,

Scalia and O'Connor) never addressed the issue of compelling state interest in terms of

quid pro quo corruption. Instead, Brennan pulled together past dicta to begin crafting a

new compelling state interest. Although just one year earlier the NCPAC court expressly
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defined the state's interestas preventing the use of "dollars for political favors," Brennan's

MCFL opinion states that the "rationale in recent opinions [is] the need to restrict 'the

influence ofpolitical war chests fiumeledthrough the corporate form' to 'eliminatethe

effect of aggregated wealth on federal elections'" (257, quoting NCPAC, 1985, 501 and

Pipefitters Local Union No. 562 v. UnitedStates, 1972, 416). Brennannever anchored

this approach in the language of briberyor particular favoritism or quidpro quo. Instead,

Brennan spoke of "the corrosive influence of concentrated corporatewealth," and "unfair

advantage in the political marketplace" {MCFL 1986, 257). Because none of this was

particularly descriptive of the particular bake-sale-funded right-to-life group in dispute

before the Court, a legal formalist would considerBrennan's imprecise adumbrations on

distortions of politics through too muchcampaigning, andhis musings aboutthe bases for

the typical restrictions on corporate contributions and expenditures (sqqMCFL 1986,

257-59) as dicta. By noting that "[t]he resources in the treasury of a business corporation

... are not an indicationofpopular supportfor the corporation's political ideas ..." and

its expenditures provide "noreflection of the power of its ideas" {MCFL 1986,258),

Brennan drives home rhetorically thepoint that contributions firom MCFL's treasury

(fimded through bake sales andgrass-roots contributions) arenot the sortof thing that the

FederalElections Commission should curtail. Although Breiman ostensibly used a First

Amendment firamework to strikedown a campaign finance restriction, as applied, his

dicta arguably alteredthe compelling government interestprong of the campaign finance

restriction cases, and left the Court open to the sort of analysis presented m Austin.
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Austin in Context

Brennan's musings about corporate power in MCFL appear as fully formed

constitutional doctrine in. Austin. First, Justice Marshall identified independent corporate

expenditures as "political expression 'at the core of our electoral process and the First

Amendmentfreedoms.'" {Austin 1990, 657 quotingBuckley 1976, 39) Second, Marshall

announced that any restrictions on such speech "mustbe justified by a compellingstate

interest" {Austin 1990, 658). Third, Marshall identified the compelling government

interest as "preventing corruption." Finally, Marshall asserted that "[r]egardless of

whether this danger of 'financial quidpro quo' corruptionmay be sufficient to justify a

restriction on independent expenditures, Michigan's regulation aims at a different type of

corruption in the political arena: the corrosive and distorting effects of immense

aggregations of wealth" {Austin 1990, 659-660). This step-by-step approach uses all of

the elements of the Buckley analysis, with the exception that it changes the definition of

"corruption."

In this way, Marshall joined the pre-MCFL concern with corruption and the

appearance ofcorruption with Breiman's musings about unequal pohtical power, to

provide a new definition of pohtical corruption, namely too muchcorporate speech. Too

much corporate speech is "corrosive and distorting," and has "httle or no correlation to

the pubUc's supportfor the corporation's pohtical ideas." DespiteMarshall's protestations

to the contrary, the "New Corruption" (Scaha's phrase; sqq Austin 1990, 684) looksjust

like the interests in equalization and openness that the Court exphcitly rejected in Buckley
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{Buckley, 1976, 16-18,48-49).

Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices White and Blackmun joined the opinion

without comment Justices Brennan andStevens eachpenned concurring opinions.

Brennan's concurrence specifically addresses what he characterizes as overstatements

raised by the dissenting opinions. Brennan'svolleys with the dissenters, much like his

majority opinion in MCFL, focused on the particular facts of the case (in this case the fact

that the Michigan Chamber of Commerce already had a fimded PAC, and did not need to

spend treasury funds). Accordingly, Brennan claims that the majority opinion is "faithful

to our prior opinions in the campaignfinance area, particularlyMCFL." {Austin, 1990,

670)

Stevens one paragraph concurrence, however, specifically backs away from

Marshall's redefinition ofpolitical corruption.

In my opinion the distinction between individual expenditures and individual

contributions that the Court identified in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 45-47

(1976), shouldhave little, if any weight in reviewing corporate participation in

candidateelections. In that context, I believethe dangerof either the fact, or the

appearance, of quidpro quo relationships provides an adequate justification for

state regulation ofboth expenditures and contributions. Moreover, as we

recognized in First National Bank ofBoston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765 (1978), there

is a vast difference between lobbying and debating public issues on the one hand,

and political campaigns for election to public office on the other. (Austin, 1990,
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679)

In otherwords, Stevens clearlyconsidered that the state's interestin curbing the

appearance of any exchange of doUars for political favors from politicians (quidpro quo

corruption) was sufficientto reach the same outcome in this case withoutalteringthe

legal definition of political corruption.

The dissenting opinions strongly criticize Justice Marshall's redefinition. Justice

Scaha, who had joined Brennan'sMCFL opinion, launched an angry and sarcastic

critique of Marshall's use of precedent, logic, language, and political theory. Scalia

equated the Michigan statute to Orwellian censorship. Scalia read his dissent firom the

bench, a method used by the justices to signal the intensity of their objections (Bronner

1990). Scalia's opinion was not endorsed by any other justice.

Kennedy's dissent, joined by O'Coimor and Scalia, was a less biting, but stiU

strongly criticized the Court's apparent abandonment of the distinction between direct

contributions and independent expenditures.

Explaining Austin

Why did the Court alter its quid pro quo approach to political corruption so

quickly and so completely? For most of a decade. Justice White was the only justice who

expressed strong objections to the quid pro quo approach. Then, there was some

discussion about the validity of distinguishing direct contributionsfrom independent

expenditures. But with Austin a majority of the Court abruptly revealed, as a matter of

law, that not only are politicians corruptible, but that the electorate itself is corruptible
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through the "distortion" and"corrosion" of corporate expenditures onadvertising.

Close observers of the Court have given us several models to helpe?q)lain whythe

Courtdecides the way it does. The dominant attitudinal model would suggest that the

individual justices are purely interested in policy outcomes, andthat for any arrayof

personal attitudes or interests, six out of nine justices wanted Austin's result. The various

formulations ofthe so-called legal model would suggest that the Constitution, statutes,

and case law, or at least a consistent interpretive approach to such authoritative materials,

compelledresult. Finally, what I will call the jurisprudential model, would

explainthe decision by reference to an imderlying democratic theory.

The Attitudinal Mode!

Thepurestformulation of the attitudinal model contends that the personal policy

preferences of thejusticesprovide a complete and adequate explanation of Supreme

Courtdecisions (Segal & Spaeth 1993).'̂ It is difficult to say, however, iSasX. Austin

represents only one policypreference. At one levelthere is the policyrepresented by the

Michigan statute, and at a higher level, the policytoward campaign finance generally.

Finally, at an evenmoreabstract level, the casemight represent ajudicialpolicy of

presuming the constitutionality of legislation, whichbegins to collapse the attitudinal

model into the so-called legal model (compare Rosenberg 1994; Smith 1994).

Since the Michigan statute applied to corporate treasuries and not labor imions,

and since the newspaper advertisement at issue in the conflict argued for restricting

workmen's compensation, one could rtsAAustin as deciding policy about the balance of
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power between corporate and labor interests in the political process. But the Justices

understandthat their publisheddecisions do not simplyresolve an individual dispute, but

create constitutional doctrine nationally (Easterbrook 1984, 4). Although the court found

that the disparate treatment ofcorporations and unions did not create an equal protection

problem, it is not clear that independent expenditures by unions are safe from state

regulation in the wake ofAustin.

Considering only the text, the majority decision represents a preference for greater

state regulation of the electoral process because of a distrust of corporate participation in

the process. Although one might assume that this represents the justices' policy

preferences, the Austin case highlights a shortcoming of the attitudinal model: it cannot

predict change. Austin is interesting precisely because it marks a change in doctrine

which is not easily explained by the nose counting relied upon by purveyors of the

attitudinal model (Baum 1994, 4). In other words, ifpolicy preferences alone govern,

why did they wait so long to express this preference m their decisions? Have their

preferences changed or have they simply felt restrained (by precedent?) from giving fiill

expression to their individual preferences imtil now? It is in such instances that other

models of court behavior must be explored for answers.

The Legal Model

Many commentators have noted, as a descriptive point, that our legal tradition

includes a judiciary that responds to the constant review of its work by lawyers, law

professors, and lower court judges (e.g. Berman 1983, 8). If true, then careful reasoning
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and consistaicy would likely serve the self-interest of any justice as well, or better, than

obtaining the immediate desired policy outcome of a particular dispute (compare O'Brien

1990, 325). This seems to be the intuition which informs the most sophisticatedversions

of the legal model ofjudicial behavior, which posits that the previous, relevant,

authoritative texts, and a consistentinterpretive application of such texts to the dispute

before the court, compel a judge's decision (Rosenberg 1994).

The legal model, however, does not Austin. Austin breaks from the post-

Buckley case law. Austin could have reached exactly the same result with the traditional

account ofquidpro quo corruption (as demonstrated in Stevens' concurrence). Instead,

the majority willingly accepted Marshall's e3q)ansive definition ofcorruption. Like the

attitudinal model, the legal model's attempts to find patterns in judicial decisions would

almost assume away radical change. Nonetheless, many judicial innovations claim

legalistic foundations, primarily through the common lawyer's rare ability to analogize to

an arguably relevant line of authoritative material (Kalman 1990, 271-76).

Early Campaign Finance Law. Focusing only on the line of case following the

FECA and its 1974Amendments, Austin has dubious "legality," in the sense that it

deviates from those cases. However, prior to FECA, some case law developed around a

number of federal campaign finance statutes that limited corporations and unions from

financing campaigns. For example, the TillmanAct of 1907^^ prohibitedcorporations

and national banks from making "money contribution[s]" in connection with federal

elections. This restriction was extended to all contributions by the Corrupt Practices Act
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of 1925.^^ The Tafit Hartley Actof 1947 '̂* prohibited unions from making similar

contributions in federal elections.

The vagueness of the statutes and limited enforcement led to many abuses.

Nonetheless, the Corrupt Practices Act was in effect until incorporated into FECA. The

Supreme Courtfastidiously avoided deciding on the constitutionality of these statutes. '̂

Nonetiieless, these cases indicate a judicial willingness to substantively limit the

participation of large organized groups in campaigns, particularly where the cases refer to

the legislative history of the statutes. For example. Justice Frankfurter's opinionin

United States v. UA W-CIO (1957) reviews the legislative history of the Tillman Act, the

Corrupt Practice Act, and the Taft-Hardey Act. The opinion, which remands the issue

without constitutional guidance, draws heavily on statements from legislative hearings to

express concern, even fear, about the effects of aggregatedwealth on American

democracy.^® One could plausiblyargue Austin's "legality" derives from hearkening

back to a time when the Court avoided the constitutional issues behind campaign finance

reform and deferred to legislatures the power to regulate the electoral process.

TheReapportionmentCases. The reapportionment cases of the 1960s attempt to

equaUze power in electoral politics. Decided under the Constitution's equal protection

clause, the reapportionment cases held that the power of voting should be equalized,

hence the "one person, one vote" approach ofReynolds v. Sims (1964). The idea that the

principles underlying the reapportionment cases should be brought to bear on campaign

finance has received scholarly support for quite some time. Alexander Heard, for
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example, as early as 1960 (before the reapportiomnent cases) made the following

statement.

A deeply cherished slogan of American democracy is "one manonevote."

... Concern over theprivate financing of campaigns stems in significant

measure from thebeliefthata gift is an especially important kind of vote.

It is groimded in the thought thatpeople who give in larger sums or to more

candidates thantheirfellow citizens are in effect voting more than once

(Heard, 1960, 48).

According to this view, excessive spending on campaigning violates the "egalitarian spirit

ofpolitical democracy." (Heard, 1960, 48)

Many legal scholars have promoted this approach. Law professor Marlene A.

Nicholson, for example, argued inthe StanfordLaw Review in 1974 (during the post-

Watergate debates about campaign finance regulation), that the use ofmoney inpoHtics

violates theEqual Protection principle of one person one vote, and therefore, theCourt

should strike down any statutory scheme which permitted large campaign contributions

(1974, 821, 825-36, 853-54). Law professors William Eskridge and Philip Frickey have

based whattheycalltheir "enhancement theory" of the FirstAmendment on a

"republican" vision ofgovernment, which takes into account not only the liberty of

speech, but the qualities ofvirtue and deliberation inthe political process. They support

the idea oflimiting campaign finance byaltering First Amendment jurisprudence to

include more substantive values of democracy.
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The value of political equality, which is at therootof the one person, one

vote decisions ... andwhichfinds textual support in the Equal Protection

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, is a worthy public

value that mightbe rad into the First Amendment under a republican vision

of the Constitution. This a perfectly plausible defense ofenhancement

theory. (1988,237)

In short, law scholars have provided a way to think about the First Amendment which

would allow egahtarian notions of "enhancement" from the reapportionment cases to

invade what has traditionally been a bastion of Hbertarianism. Perhaps the Court in

Austin has followed their lead. BvX Austin itself does not lead the reader to any line of

cases other than Buckley and its progeny. Neither the Corrupt Practicesmaterials nor the

Reapportionment Cases appear in any recognizable form in the Austin decision.

References to either line of inquirymighthave satisfiedthe increasingly loose

requirements of the legal model, but they simply do not appear in the reasons provided

for the court.

The Jurisprudential Model

Perhaps we can best explainAustin's redefinition ofpoliticalcorruption by returning to

somebasic legal andpolitical theory. Legal theorist Ronald Dworkin suggests that while

justices require a minimally adequate fit with prior authoritative texts, that their choice

between contendingminimally adequate "fits" derives fi:om what the justices consider to

be the most persuasive pohtical theory that they can find or construct (Dworkin 1986, 65-
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68, 87-88), I will refer to this approachas the jurisprudential model. We have

demonstrated how Marshall adequately fit the dicta ofMCFL with the formofBuckley. But

where do we locate Austiris animating theory? The Court made reference to the minimally

adequate legal text ofMCFL, but not to any theoretical treatise. Moreover, First

Amendment enhancement theory, which seems to inform Marshall's redefinition of

corruption, has been grounded in neo-republicanism (Eskridge& Frickey, 1988)and neo-

Lockeanism (Gardner 1990) supposedly contradictory traditions.^^

Nonetheless, there are clues. The distrustyMch. Austindisplays towards corporate

groups in the political process has a long tradition in Americanpopulism. This distrust

has also been systematicallyarticulated in relatively recent political theory about plural

elites. One line of this scholarship agonizes over how, in supposedly majoritarian

democracy, the few can defeat the many. The most formalistic of these approaches

comes firom Manciu Olson (1965) who says that small economic interests are more

effective politically because they are not subject to the high organizational costs and firee

rider problems which trouble widely dispersed interests. Therefore the few are better

organized and able to defeat the many.

The work of Murray Edelman (1964) argues that diffiise publics are prone to

irrational perceptions ofpolitical reality, easily confusing symbol with substance. Elites,

who understand this confusion can manipulatepublic opinion by creating political forms

which give unrealistic impressions about policy. Because elites (such as corporations) do

not themselves confuse symbol with substance the way that large publics do, small
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groups of elites, following rationalpolitical strategies, will frequently defeat the interests

ofvery largepublics.'*

The philosophical work of John Rawls best expresses the normative implications

ofthese ostensibly descriptive theories. Faced with the danger that the few will defeat

the many, Rawls argues that justice requires us to enhance or maximize the chances for

the least advantaged person in society (a "maximin" strategy).

The constitution must take steps to enhance the value of the equal rights of

participation for all members of society... those similarly endowed and

motivated should have roughly the same chance of attaining positions of

political authority irrespective of their economic and social classes.... The

liberties protected by the principle of participation lose much of their value

whenever those who have greater private means are permitted to use their

advantage to control the courts of public debate. (Rawls 1971, 224-25)

Although Marshall provides no citation to Rawls in his Austin decision, this Rawlsian

approach to representation is a helpful way of explaining what the Court attempted to

achieve m. Austin. It certainly provides a theoretical rationalization for the case, but like

the Reapportionment Cases, there is no positive proof in the text of the case of its

influence on Marshall's opinion. Despite our ability to demonstrate the fit between

Rawlsian liberalism dssA Austin, the jurisprudential model does not explain how the

change represented m Austin took place.
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Nonetheless, court decisions often correspond to relatively recent developments in

political theory. ProfessorMartin Shapiro (1988) has demonstrated how the

administrative lawof the present mirrors thepolitical theory of theprevious decade.

WhatShapiro's account lacks, like other accounts of changes in the Court's approach to

doctrine, is an explicit institutional account of howthese changes in thinking are

absorbed by thejudiciary (compare Mishler & Sheehan 1993; Norpoth & Segal 1994).

I suggest that court scholars need to lookmore closely at the role playedby

judiciallaw clerks in order to explicitly explain changes such changes in court doctrine.

It has long been knownthat most of thejustices rely on their law clerks to make the first

draftof opinions (Posner 1993; O'Brien 1990, 249). It was also common knowledge

among courtobservers that Justice Marshall delegated far more authority to clerks in this

regard than any of the otherjustices(Woodward & Armstrong 1979, 198, 258). These

lawclerks come from thebestlawschools, where, in addition to getting top grades, they

most likely served as editors on their respective student-editedlaw reviews. In that role

they would haveread literally hundreds of articles fi:om law faculty, who themselves are

increasingly in thebusiness of trying to bring theoretical insights to bearon legal doctrine

(Posner 1993). Because Supreme Court law clerks are usually chosen from clerks to

other judges, the law clerks at the Court vfhso. Austin was decided would have been at

law school between 1985 and 1988.

Although it is likelythat most Supreme Courtlaw clerks came to the studyof law

firom the social sciences or humanities, and shouldhave knownthe writingof John Rawls
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as undergraduates, it would have been nearly unthinkable for the well trained law student

to miss Rawls' influence on legal thought in the mid-1980s.Indeed, Rawls explicitly

took to task the Supreme Court for its approach to campaign fibaance, as represented by

the Buckley decision, in his widely read Tanner lecture, which was published in 1987

(Rawls 1987).

Also in 1987, Cass Sunstein influenced legal scholarship by explicitly pointing the

way to introduce a Rawlsian baseline into the law of campaign finance in his justly

famous law review article in the Columbia Law Review, "Lochner's Legacy" (Sunstein

1987). Therein Sunstein noted that the central problem with the Court's decision in the

turn of the century case Lochner v. New York (1905) had to do with the Court's

conception ofneutrality and its choice of an appropriatebaseline. (Sunstein 1987, 883).

Sunstein proceeded to note many areas of constitutional law stiU haunted by a Lochner-

type analysis, noting preeminently Buckleys first amendment analysis ofcampaign

finance restrictions.

Buckley is a direct heir to Lochner. In both cases, the existing distribution of

wealth is seen as natural, and failure to act is treated no decision at all. Neutrality

is inaction, reflected in a refusal to intervene in markets or to alter the existing

distribution of wealth. Buckley, like Lochner, grew out of an understanding that

for constitutional purposes, the existing distribution ofwealth must be taken as

simply "there," and that efforts to change that distributionare impermissible.

(Sunstein 1987, 884)
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Simstein then mapped out the alternatives to this type ofanalysis. The Court could adopt

the approach advocated in Justice Hohnes' famous Lochner dissent, i.e., abandon the

search for a baseline by which to judge government action and presume constitutionality

in all but the most extreme cases. Sunstein, however, advocated a different and

admittedly problematic approach to this problem.

That approach would attempt to generate a baseline independent ofeither the

commonlaw or the status quo through some theory ofjustice, to be derived from

the language and animating purposes of the text and based to a greater or lesser

degree on existing interpretations. Suchan effortwouldbe the legalanalogue to

the various efforts in modempolitical theoryto go beyondor replace classically

hberal social contract theories. (Simstein 1987, 907)

Sunsteincited to John Rawls' Theory ofJustice. In Sunstein's opinion, then, the Supreme

Court'sreview ofcampaign finance restrictions was based on a wrongheaded approach to

baselineswhich treatedthe status quo as neutral and prepolitical. Rather than defer to the

status quo, the Courtshould base its reviewon an articulated theoryof justice, such as

that advocated by Rawls.

I would submit, giventhe way that law review articles circulate, and giventhe way

that judicial law clerks are chosen, that Marshall's clerkswere well acquainted with

Sunstein's handy map to their problem. Even if Marshall's clerks somehow missed

Sunstein's article while in law school, they were no doubt aware of it by the time they

began drafting their opinion m. Austin. The way in which legal thought develops and
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changeshas often been traced to the legal academy (Shapiro 1981, 131-32). In our era,

relatively recent theoretical approaches to law are translated into legal doctrine through

surprisingly powerful law clerks who have been socialized to the practice of law tiurough

elite academic law schools and work on law reviews.

Conclusion

Legal and pohtical theorists will debate at a normative level whether the Court has

found a better theory for their review of campaign finance restrictions. Whatever they

conclude, it seems fairly obvious that Austin raises some immediate institutional

concerns for the Court. First, lawyers and the courts that hear their arguments, are acculturated

to offering, considering, applying, and forging bright line rules rather than makingcomplicated

tradeoffs (Edwards & Polsby 1991). Guided by elaborate rules ofevidence, fact-finding courts

seem institutionally fitted to ferreting-out bribes and pay-off. Correspondingly, a quid pro quo

definition ofcorruption provides a constitutional court with a relatively straightforward legal

standard for consideringthe merit ofa particular campaignfinance restriction. Austiri^

redefinitionofcorruption provides no helpfulbright line. By presuming as its baselinean ideal

political process in whichvoters are unaligned and uninformed, the Court has now appropriated

to itself the difficult and controversial job ofelaborating what this rarefied form ofideal politics is,

and what constitutedeviations fi-om it. Second, by grounding review of campaign finance

restrictions in a Rawlsian ideal of politics the Comt has moved this portion of first

amendment jurisprudence away from the first amendment's traditionally libertarian

moorings (Epstein 1992). This shift may have opened the courts generally to unwelcome
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innovations in otherareas of iGrst amendment jurisprudence.

In summary, this article has attempted to document and explain the Court's new

definitionofpolitical corruption m. Austinby considering some of the standardmodels

used to explainCourt behavior. The attitudinal model and the legalmodel do not

adequatelyexplainthe decision. Thejurisprudential model provides a nice fit with an

underlying political theorywhichdistrusts how groups operate in the politicalprocess

and provides a maximin-lype strategy to correct this defect. The jurisprudential model,

however, does not give us a mechanismto explain how the judiciary absorbs such

changes. 1have suggested that institutionally we can trace the underlying change in legal

theory apparent mAustiris constitutional doctrine to the role playedby law clerks who

have been socialized to the practice of law through elite academic law schools and their

work on law reviews.
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NOTES

1. Assistant Professor of Political Science, Brigham Young University. I wish to thank
NelsonPolsby, Mitchell Edwards, and Jon Bernstein for their helpfiil comments on
earlier drafts of this paper.

2. "[T]hecorrosive and distorting effects of immense aggregations of wealth... that
have little or no correlation to thepublic's supportfor the corporation's political ideas."
Austin 1990, 660.

3. 1974 Amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, Pub. L. No. 93-443,
88 Stat. 1263.

4. Federal Election CampaignAct of 1971. Pub. L. No. 92-225, 86 Stat. 3 (1972).

5. Within the EECA Amendments Congress explicitly specified several unique
procedures for judicial review of the constitutionality ofmany of the Act's provisions,
includingcertification to the D.C. Court of Appeals, and mandatory and expeditedappeal
to the United States Supreme Court {Buckley 1976, 10).

6. The Court rejected the appellants contention that existingbribery laws were the least
restrictive way of dealing with the problem of corruption. It should also be noted that the
Court readily acceptedthe notion that regulations were justified by the desire to check
"the appearance of corruption stemming fi^om pubhc awareness of the opportunities for
abuse inherent in a regime of large individual financial contributions" {Buckley 1976,
27).

7. Justice Powell's disdain for paternalism is evident in the following comment:
The State's paternalism evidenced by this statute is illustratedby the fact that
Massachusetts does not prohibit lobbying by corporations, which are free to exert
as much influence on the people's representatives as their resources and
inclinationspermit. Presumablythe legislature thought its members competentto
resist the pressures and blandishments of lobbying, but had markedly less
confidence in the electorate {Bellotti 1977, 792 n. 31).

8. Justice White's dissent reconfirms that this is the analysis used by the Court. "[T]he
ordinance is not directed at quidpro quos between large contributors and candidates for
office, 'the single narrow exception' for regulation that [the Court] viewed Buckley as
endorsing" {Berkeley 1981, 306).

9. For example, although obviously related, issue visibility may prove more important
than outspendingper se. Also, defeat of an initiativemay not necessarily be acceptance
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of theposition o£an initiative's detractors, butmerely a preference for thestatus quo in
the face of conflicting information. White's opinion uncritically accepted thecity's
interpretation of the dataprovided. For example. White argued thatpublic recognition
"that enormous contributions from a few institutional sources can overshadow the efforts
of individuals mayhave discouraged participation in ballotmeasure campaigns[.]" But to
support this argumenthe notes that voter turnout in Berkeleymunicipal elections
decreasedfrom 65.9% in April 1973 to 45.6% in April 1981. White simplyfailed to
think about any other independent variables than public reaction to institutional frnancing
ofballot measure campaigns to explain voter turnout.

10. NCPAC also considered the issue of standing, which it denied to the Democratic
Party. Justices Stevens, White, Marshall, and Brennan, all dissented from the standing
portion of the decision (NCPAC, 1985, 501-02).

11. The most cynical formulation of the attitudinalmodel might suggestthat personal
interest alone determined ylM5ti«'s outcome. By such accounting, Marshall and his
concurring brethren had some personal interest in upholding the restriction, whereas
Scalia, Kennedy and O'Connorhad some personal interest in protectingMichigan
corporate management interests. Direct personal interest in a case is difficult to discern
from the mandatedjudicial disclosure docmnents which only provide the type and range
ofthe justices' investments, not their individual investment interests (UPI1990).
Nonetheless, judicial ethics requires recusal in the case of direct conflicts of interest (28
U.S.C. § 455), and lawyers have a responsibility to the court to bring such matters to the
court's attention if they are a concern (In re Bernard, 1994). Althoughwe need not be
naive about judicial ethics, one would have to maintain a very jaundiced view of the
bench to believe that judges lightly brush aside such conflicts. I recommend
consideration of Judge Alex Kozinski's review of the problems surrounding recusal in In
re Bernard (1994).

12. 34 Stat. 864 (1907).

13. 43 Stat. 1074 (1925), codified (and later repealed) at 18 U.S.C. § 610.

14. 61 Stat. 159 (1947).

15. For example, consider United States v. CIO, 1948; United State v. UAW-CIO, 1957;
and Pipefitters Local Union No. 562 v. United States, 1972.

16. "Congress again acted to protect the political process from what it deemed to be the
corroding effect of money employed in elections by aggregated power" (United States v.
AFL-CIO, 1957, 582). "The idea is to prevent... the great railroad companies, the great
insurance companies, the great telephone companies, the great aggregations ofwealth
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from using thek corporate funds, dkectly or indirectly, to send members of the legislature
to these halls in order to vote for thek protection and advancement of thek interests as
against those ofthe public" {UnitedStates v. AFL-CIO, 1957, 571).

17. I have noted Eskridge and Frickey's neo-republicanism elsewhere. Professor James
Gardner has argued that enhancement of accuracy and legitimacy in elections is mandated
by the Lockean framework of the constitution, which posits as its central tenet that
popular sovereigntyis based on an agency theory ofrepresentation. Therefore,
distortions of the principal (voter)-agent (representative) relationship are imconstitutional.
Gardner argues that promoting the "accuracy" of elections by altering the Fkst
Amendmentjurisprudence which gives us cases like Buckley will help us fulfill the
Lockean vision ofthe Constitution. Although republicanism and Lockean liberalism are
often portrayed as divergentpolitical theories, distinct theoretical approaches do not
preclude the possibility ofarriving upon a convergent norm. John j^wls has recently
argued that a viable political communitywill Ukely rest upon the convergence ofnorms
(Rawls 1993).

18. It should be mentioned at this point that Olson and Edelman stand in opposition to
the well-established work of the plurahsts, such as E.P. Herring (1940), who argue that
stable democracy requkes that the intensity of conviction, feeling and interest need to be
worked out by institutions that allow bargaining. Therefore, organized groups are not to
be distrusted, but are relevant and important political units. They rise and decline,
coalesce and fragment, depending on the issue and the intensity of feeling. Groups
achieve functional representation based on the intersections of interest and consequent
lobbying, publicity, etc. Representation is best handled through ^oups, not one man one
vote or "enhanced" or "diluted" electoral forms.

19. An electronic search of the Westlaw database for legal texts and periodicals up to
and including 1990 (the yQ2S Austin was decided) retrieves 795 documents which cite
dkectly to Rawls* A Theory ofJustice.
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